
Reviews of aladdin
CHECK OUT WHAT YOU’RE IN FOR…

Jaw-dropping and delightful
- New York Magazine

Wave upon wave of razzle dazzle
- Time Out New York

Insanely glitzy! One of the most of the most delirious things of its 
kind in years
- The Huffington Post

The Magical Disney 
Adaptation That Will 
Take You on a Flying 

Carpet Ride of an 
Adventure

Aladdin
A guide by TicketTree

Aladdin the Musical is a Disney story about ‘street rat’ Aladdin and his 
faithful monkey, Abu, who survive by stealing from market stalls.

Aladdin falls in love with the Princess, 
Jasmine, and hopes to be her prince. 
However, the evil Jafar has other ideas 
and imprisons him instead.

Like the lavish palace in Aladdin, you 
can expect a show on a grand scale 
with extravagant sets, impressive 
special effects and a huge cast. 

All of the Aladdin musical classics 
feature, and you’re set to have an 
unforgettable night watching one of 
the world’s biggest musical.

Unexpectedly, Aladdin is given 
another chance when Jafar 
sends him on a quest to a 
cave of wonders to retrieve a 
mysterious lamp. Will this help 
Aladdin to win over Jasmine?

Think you know Aladdin?
CHECK OUT SOME OF THESE FACTS BELOW!

• Puppets for the show, including the original Iago, elephant, horse and snake
puppets, were created by Michael Curry Designs, the same team that designed
Tick Tock the Croc seen in “Fantasmic!” and the Sebastian puppet in “Mickey
and the Magical Map.”

• Aladdin and Jasmine discover “A Whole New World” as they soar above
guests’ heads aboard a flying Magic Carpet, passing by breathtaking
monuments around the world.

• Genie’s jokes frequently change to reference
popular culture and current events, making each
performance a unique experience.

• Some of the main creature roles, such as
Abu, are turned into human characters
that actually give new life to the show.

• Jafar, the villain in Aladdin, was voiced
by Jonathan Freeman who also played
the character as part of the Aladdin
original Broadway cast.

More Aladdin... 

Ready to book your 
tickets? Why not check 
out this video of behind 
the scenes at Aladdin 

the Musical  and check 
out what you’re going 

to be seeing!

Check out some of the 
Genie’s most recent 
jokes and cultural 

references from April 
2015!

Book your tickets 
today and make 

unbeatable savings 
on great seats, with 

a hotel stay included! 
Create your perfect, 
custom break now

JOIN OUR CONVERSATION

Been to see Aladdin? What did you think? 
Let us know on our social media channels!
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